One of the obstacles in using data mining techniques such as association rules is the risk of leakage of sensitive data after the data is released to the public. Therefore, a trade-off between the data privacy and data mining is of a great importance and must be managed carefully. In this study, an efficient algorithm is introduced for preserving the privacy of association rules according to distortion-based method, in which the sensitive association rules are hidden through deletion and reinsertion of items in the database. In this algorithm, in order to reduce the side effects on non-sensitive rules, the item correlation between sensitive and non-sensitive rules is calculated and the item with the minimum influence in non-sensitive rules is selected as the victim item. To reduce the degree of data distortion and preservation of data quality, transactions with highest number of sensitive items are selected for modification. The results show that the proposed algorithm has better performance in real non-dense databases as well as less side effects and less data loss compared to its performance in real dense databases. Further, more improvements are achieved for synthetic databases in comparison with real databases.
Introduction
Today, to enhance decision making, many companies and organizations use data mining in order to extract useful and desirable patterns from their repositories and databases. Contrary to owners' desire, this can lead to disclosure of sensitive information contained in the database which is a risk to them. Among many techniques, extracting the association rules is one of the widely-used data mining techniques showing hidden relations and dependencies between itemsets in the database. The extracted rules may include some sensitive information such that its public release can be extremely destructive. As an example in medical databases, sharing information about a disease will be useful for the progress of medical science. Yet, releasing the information of patients must be avoided. Therefore, to maintain the database security and to prevent the extraction of the sensitive patterns, a new discipline of data mining was introduced called Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM). Most of the PPDM algorithms aim to apply changes in database so that sensitive information cannot be extracted even after applying well-known rule extraction techniques. These rule hiding algorithms mainly rely on minimal modifications of data items, either by replacing new values or removing/ inserting items in a set of selected transactions to decrease the rules' interestingness measures, e.g. support and confidence.
The state-of-the-art approaches provide solutions for hiding sensitive association rules with multiple left-hand side (LHS) and right-hand side (RHS) items while maintaining the quality of the original data. Recently, Komal Shah et al. introduced RRLR algorithm which proved to be efficient in hiding sensitive rules [1] . However, it suffers from some limitations like high level of hiding failure and inability to hide the rules with multiple LHS. items. This study presents a heuristic algorithm which aims at overcoming the limitations of RRLR algorithm. In contrast to its counterparts, the proposed algorithm does not require removing and inserting all LHS items to the transactions. To hide the sensitive rules, it only removes and reinserts a limited number of appropriate items leading to minimal side effects and maintaining the data quality.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of the existing approaches and some theoretical background. Section 3 describes the proposed algorithm in detail and gives an example which illustrates how the proposed algorithm works. Section 4 is dedicated to performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm. Finally, the results of comparative performance experiments are presented in Section 5. Conclusions and future works are described in the last section.
Background and Related Works
Hiding sensitive association rules is the process of applying changes to the original database and converting it to a sanitized one. So that, except sensitive rules, all of the useful association rules can be extracted from the sanitized database. The problem of association rule hiding can be defined as follows:
The inputs of the algorithm include an original database D which is supposed to be released to the public, a minimum support threshold (MST), a minimum confidence threshold (MCT), a set of sensitive association rules R s ⊆ R to be hidden from the association rule extraction algorithms. The outputs include a sanitized database D′ from which the non-sensitive rules R -R s can be extracted as much as possible [2] .
In the rule hiding algorithms, the sensitive rules are hidden by altering their support and/or confidence through insertion or deletion of the items in the original database. These operations may result in the appearance of four important side effects which are defined and measured by the following quality metrics [3]:
1. Hiding Failure (hiding rate) which is used to measure the percentage of sensitive association rules that remain disclosed possibly due to the process of hiding some other sensitive rules;
2. Misses Cost (lost rules) which reflects the percentage of non-sensitive rules that are hidden inadvertently by the rule hiding algorithm;
3. Artificial Patterns (ghost rules) that measures the percentage of false association rules that can be extracted from the sanitized database among all of the rules whose confidence is below the pre-defined minimum confidence threshold;
4. Dissimilarity (altered rate) measures the percentage of altered transactions among the entire database.
Most of the association rule hiding algorithms aim at producing their output with minimal side effects such that:
1. Sensitive rules are hidden and are not extracted from the sanitized database (hiding failure reaches zero).
2. There is no lost rule; all non-sensitive and useful rules should be extracted from sanitized database.
3. Ghost rules should not be produced; in other words, non-existing rules in the main database cannot be produced from the sanitized database.
4. The lower rate of database modifications is performed. When more transactions are modified, more processing time would be required [3] .
Let I = {I 1 , …, I n } be a set of items existing in database D. Each association rule is denoted as X → Y, where X and Y are LHS and RHS itemsets respectively such that X, Y ⊂ I and X ∩ Y = ∅. The interestingness of an association rule is measured by its support and confidence which are calculated by equations (1) and (2) [4] .
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blocking technique to hide the sensitive rules. Although they do not distort values, they insert many unknown values into the database. The problem with this technique is that the transactions that contain items with unknown values can be used as cues to find sensitive information. In fact, all the rules that their generating itemsets contain question marks and their maximum confidence is above the MCT could be the sensitive rules that we want to hide from the adversary. The latter refers to a common approach in which a set of selected items is either removed from or inserted to the transactions with the aim of increasing or decreasing the support and confidence of the sensitive rules. Due to their undesirable side effects, the heuristic approaches are unable to provide an optimal method.
The subject of association rules hiding was first suggested by Attallah et al. [20] who developed an association rule hiding technique with reasonable time complexity in which a lattice-like graph has been utilized for concealment. Verykios et al. [21] have presented five different algorithms, namely 1.a, 1.b, 2.a, 2.b and 2.c; two of which use the support reduction strategy and the other three algorithms use reduction of confidence for hiding the sensitive rules. Although some of the algorithms mentioned above, e.g. 2.c and 2.b, produce minimal side effects, almost all of them can hide only one sensitive rule at a time, which limits the applicability of these algorithms. Oliveira and Zaïane [9] proposed the first generation of algorithms that hide multiple rules, e.g. Naïve, MinFIA, Max-FIA and IGA. Their idea was to hide sensitive rules based on their conflict level at the cost of high execution time. Another multiple rule hiding algorithm is DSRRC which effectively hides the sensitive association rules by means of clustering and use of a sensitivity measure [22] . However, its limitation in hiding sensitive rules with multiple RHS and LHS items makes it inappropriate for real-world applications. Later, the same research group developed a modified version of DSRRC, called MDSRRC algorithm [23] , to prevail the limitations associated with DSRRC algorithm
In another study, Hong et al. [24] conducted a research in which the reduction of support technique is used for hiding association rules. Generating low amount of ghost rules is the main Where the support reflects the frequency of the rule and the confidence refers to the strength of the rule within the transactional database. In both equations, | X ∪ Y | denotes the number of transactions that contain both itemsets X and Y. |D| is the whole number of the existing transactions in database and | X | is the number of transactions of database that include itemset X. Along with these measures, two threshold quantities named minimum support threshold (MST) and minimum confidence threshold (MCT) are frequently used as gauges to assess the interestingness of the rules.
Approaches to hide association rules are commonly categorized as heuristic approaches [5] - [9] , border based approaches [10] - [12] , exact approaches [13] - [15] and reconstruction based approaches [16] . Heuristic techniques try to find a near-optimal solution for hiding as many sensitive rules as possible while minimizing the possible side effects. Since it is almost impossible to minimize all side effects simultaneously, they rely on optimizing certain sub-goals in the hiding process, while they do not guarantee optimality. The border based approach uses the theory of borders [17] to hide sensitive association rules. The idea is to define the borders by identifying itemsets which are at the position of the borderline separating the frequent and infrequent itemsets. The borders are greedily revised to hide association rules with minimal side effects. The third category involves exact and non-heuristic algorithms, which formulates the hiding process as an optimization problem which is solved by integer programming. The exact approaches guarantee the optimality, but may fail to provide a solution for all situations. The algorithms that follow the exact approach suffer from high computational burden required for searching a large state space. The fourth category involves reconstruction based algorithms that are used to accurately estimate the distribution of original data values. Using the estimated distributions, the goal of the algorithm is to build a classifier for distortion of values in the database.
This study is motivated by the application of heuristic approaches which are categorized into blocking-based and distortion-based methods. The former relies on replacing certain data items with an unknown value such as ''?''. The algorithms presented in [18] , [19] make use of advantage of this method, but requires high computation time that makes it unsuitable for practical applications. Later, Cheng et al. [25] tried to use a greedy approach for reduction of rules' support through removing right hand side items. The main drawback of this method is high number of database scans. It also requires large number of database modifications which results in low quality of the sanitized database.
Recently, two algorithms ADSRRC and RRLR were presented in [1] to overcome the other limitations of DSRRC algorithm. The first limitation is related to the dependency of DSRRC algorithm on the ordering of transactions, which is absolutely necessary in order to remove items from the database. Further, it requires to sort all the transactions in the database each time an item is removed from a transaction, which highly degrades the performance of the algorithm. These two issues have been addressed in ADSRRC algorithm. The ADSRRC algorithm tries to conceal sensitive association rules through reducing support and confidence of the rules using a clustering method. This technique requires two times scan of the database and has proved to be remarkably efficient in terms of low hiding failure. Conversely, it suffers from high rate of lost rules and high computational complexity. Another limitation of the DSRRC algorithm is that it does not have the ability to hide rules with multiple RHS items. To overcome this problem, the RRLR algorithm is suggested instead. The RRLR algorithm reduces the support and confidence of the rules to hide the sensitive ones, but is unable to hide the rules with multiple LHS items. This paper aims at tackling this problem by proposing an efficient algorithm called ARRLR which can hide the sensitive rules with multiple RHS and LHS items. In the next section, the technical details of ARRLR are presented.
The Proposed Algorithm
This section provides a brief overview of the underlying concepts to better understand the multiple-item rule hiding algorithms. Generally, hiding sensitive rules in the form of M → N, can be performed by decreasing either the confidence or support of the rules to below the MST and MCT. In fact, the support of the rule M → N can be decreased by reducing the occurrences of itemset MN. Similarly, the confidence of the rules can be reduced by one of the following techniques:
1. increasing the support of the antecedent of the rule, i.e. LHS part, in transactions in which the consequence of rule is not present.
2. Decreasing the support of rule's consequence, i.e. RHS part, in transactions including both parts of the rule [21] .
The proposed method aims at hiding sensitive rules with multiple items in LHS and multiple items in RHS. This type of rule is represented in the form of aM → bN where a, b ∈ I and M, N ⊂ I. Here, 'a' and 'b' are single items selected by the algorithm to be inserted into or removed from LHS or RHS of the rule, respectively. The idea behind the proposed algorithm is to decrease both support and confidence measures to hide the sensitive rules. The support of the rules that are in the form of aM → bN can be decreased by reducing the support of the itemset aMbN. Also, to decrease the support of the large itemset aMbN, a suitable item is selected and removed from the LHS. items of the sensitive rule; and to decrease confidence of the sensitive rule, a selected item is inserted in the suitable transaction. To this end, the algorithm identifies a list of suitable transactions for modification that are called victim transactions. To identify a set of items to remove from the victim transactions, two objective parameters, namely α and β, are calculated for items that exist in the sensitive rules. They are also used to calculate the total sensitivity of the victim transactions. These parameters are defined as follows:
1. Parameter α: The number of occurrence for LHS items of the sensitive rules in the whole set of non-sensitive rules. This parameter is used to construct the list Lα in which LHS items of the sensitive rules are sorted in ascending order, according to the value of α.
Parameter β:
The frequency of an item in the set of sensitive rules, which is used to compute the sensitivity of each transaction.
3. Sensitivity of transaction: The sensitivity of a transaction is calculated as the sum of β values of all sensitive items included in that transaction.
In the first step, association rules are mined from the original database by using the Apriori algorithm. Then, sensitive rules are selected from the mined rules (R s ) and are sorted in descending order, according to their confidence value. To make sure that all sensitive rules are hidden, a Boolean variable named ''State'' is defined to maintain the hiding status of each sensitive rule. The states of all sensitive rules are initially set to false. Now, parameters α, β and sensitivity of transaction are computed by the algorithm and the transactions are arranged in descending order, based on their sensitivity and length. Next, Lα is computed by the algorithm and the process of hiding sensitive rules starts from the first sensitive rule.
Among the LHS items of the first sensitive rule, an item with the least value of α (according to list Lα) is selected to be removed. Then, the selected item is removed from the first transaction that has the highest sensitivity and length. After removing, the selected item is inserted in the transactions which do not have the item (i.e. the large itemsets that partially support LHS of the rule and partially support, or do not support RHS of the rule). If the suitable transaction for the selected item is not found, the insertion will not be done. During the process of hiding, the sensitivity of transactions will not be updated.
After each removal and insertion, support and confidence of the sensitive rules existing in R s will be updated. If they reach below the MST and MCT, the false state of the sensitive rule is changed to true, without being removed from the list R s . The rule state is changed from true to false, if a sensitive rule becomes disclosed because of inserting an item. In this situation, there will be no insertion and the rule is hidden just by removing a suitable item of the left side ones. As shown in Figure 1 , a Boolean variable, called Disclosed, is used for identifying disclosed rules and preventing the algorithm from calling item insertion process. The hiding goes on until the state values of all sensitive rules become true.
Finally, the transactions in the original database are modified and constitute a new database that is a sanitized version of the original database D. This preserves the privacy of the sensitive data and keeps data quality. The main steps of the proposed algorithm named ARRLR (Advanced Remove and Reinsert LHS of Rule) are shown in Figure 1 . 
Input: Original database D, (MCT), (MST

Case Study
In this section the function of ARRLR algorithm is explained by an example. Considering the transactional database D shown in Table 1 , the rules that are shown in Table 2 are achieved after employing the Apriori algorithm on database D with MST = 30% and MCT = 70%.
Assume that three sensitive rules 5, 13 and 22 are sorted based on their confidence with confidence values of 100%, 83.33%, and 71.43% respectively. Since item "o" is included in all sensitive rules, its β sensitivity is 3. Accordingly, the β sensitivity of m, n, p are calculated as 2, 2 and 1. Next, the algorithm calculates the number of occurrences for each item that exists in LHS of sensitive rules, in all non-sensitive rules (α value), arranging those items in increasing order of their α value. Therefore, Lα = {n = 2, t = 4, m = 9, p = 16, o = 17}. To compute the transaction sensitivity, the sum of sensitivity values (β sensitivity) of itemset that exists in that transaction is calculated. Table 3 shows item sensitivity values of α and β as well as transaction sensitivity sorted in decreasing order of sensitivity and length. Then the algorithm selects a sensitive rule with highest confidence for hiding. In this example pt → o is selected as first rule for hiding. According to Lα and rule pt → o, item "t" is selected for deletion. Now, the algorithm selects a transaction with highest sensitivity (in this example, transaction TID = 3 is the most sensitive transaction) and deletes item "t" from that transaction. Thus, the support of large itemset "opt" is decreased. After deletion, LHS item should be inserted in the most appropriate transaction selected from the list of sorted transactions, as shown in Table 3 . The most appropriate transaction is a candidate transaction that satisfies the following criteria:
1. if the sensitive rule has only one LHS item, the candidate transaction should have all items of sensitive rule except the LHS item that is considered for insertion.
2. If the sensitive rule has more than one LHS items, the candidate transaction should partially support them, i.e. it should contain all the LHS items of the sensitive rule except for the LHS item that is considered for insertion.
Furthermore, the candidate transaction should not have all the RHS items of the sensitive rule. In other words, the candidate transaction should lack one or more RHS items of the sensitive Table 2 . Mined association rules.
Extract association rules from sample Database
rule. In this example, item "t" is inserted in the candidate transaction with TID = 4.
So, the confidence of the selected rule is decreased due to the increase in support of LHS itemset. If such a candidate transaction is not found, the algorithm ignores the insertion of the LHS item. For example, for rule mn → o, item "n" is removed from transaction with TID = 3, but not inserted. After deletion and insertion, confidence and support of all sensitive rules are updated. If they reach below the MST and MCT, the false state of the rule is changed to True without being removed from the list R s . The hiding goes on till the state values of all sensitive rules become true. The sanitized database is also shown in Table 3 .
Performance Evaluation
We conducted two groups of experiments, both on real and synthetic datasets. The real dataset is collected from the website (fimi.ua.ac.be/ data) [26] . All of the experiments were conducted on a PC with core-i5 2.40 GHz CPU and 4 GB memory, running under Windows 7 64-bit operating system. The characteristics of the dataset are shown in Table 4 .
Performance Measures
Performance measures reflect the quality of hiding in terms of hidden effects, side effects and database effects. The measures include Hiding Failure, Misses Cost, Artificial Patterns and Dissimilarity which are defined as follows [4] :
Hiding Failure (HF): Hiding Failure indicates the number of sensitive rules which can still be explored by the rule extraction algorithm. It is calculated by the relation between the number of sensitive rules in sanitized database and the number of sensitive rules in the original database. This measure is calculated by the following equation [4] : 
Misses Cost (MC):
This performance measure is used to show the percentage of the non-sensitive rules that are hidden as a side-effect of the sanitization process. The misses cost is calculated as follows [4] :
Where ~ R s (D) denotes the numbers of nonsensitive rules discovered from the original database D, and ~ R s (D' ) denotes the number of non-sensitive rules discovered from modified database (D' ).
Dissimilarity (Diss): the dissimilarity measure is calculated according to the formula suggested by [4] :
Where f D (i) denotes repetition of the i-th item in the database D, and n is the number of different items in the initial database D.
Artificial Patterns (AP):
This performance factor is used to measure the percentage of the extracted rules that are ghost. It is calculated as follows [4] :
Where, |R'| and |R| are the numbers of rules extracted from D' and D, respectively.
Results and Discussion
The side effect evaluations for our proposed algorithm are shown in Figures 2-4 . To assess the performance of the proposed algorithm, we established three sets of association rules for each of the three datasets shown in Table 4 . These sets include 3 and 5 and 7 rules that are randomly selected from the whole set of rules mined from each dataset.
Three different datasets including Chess dataset with 88% support and 90% confidence, Mushroom dataset with 40% support and 60% confidence and synthetic dataset T1K with 2% support and 7% confidence are chosen to extract the rules using the Apriori algorithm. Our algorithm tries to hide the sensitive rules through deletion and re-insertion of an item from the LHS items. Accordingly, two types of side effects occur: Misses Cost and Artificial Pattern. Figures 2-4 show that no sensitive rules have been extracted from the sanitized databases; in other words, hiding failure has not happened for none of the three datasets. Our algorithm has more misses cost for dense Chess dataset than synthetic dataset T1K and non-dense Mushroom dataset because of more difficulty in finding a suitable transaction in dense datasets for re-inserting an item. Since re-inserting an item in this dataset takes place infrequently, more removals are required by the algorithm to hide a sensitive rule and, consequently, more misses cost is produced. On the other hand, as can be seen in Figure 2 , reduction of insertions or failure to insert items in Chess dataset, results in less production of artificial patterns. As can be seen in Figure 3 , a suitable transaction in a non-dense dataset (Mushroom) can be found more easily for inserting an item than other datasets. As a result, sensitive rules are hidden with fewer removals and better results are achieved. Dissimilarity equals to zero if there are possibilities for removing or re-inserting items in a dataset. It can be inferred from Figures 2-4 that less probability of finding suitable transactions for inserting items will lead to some dissimilarity. Six experiments, in two categories, are performed to compare the performance of algorithms 1a, MDSRRC and basic RRLR with the proposed one on three database setups shown in Table 4 . The first category of the experiments is done with the aim of hiding a set of 3 rules that have a single item in their LHS and the second category is conducted with a set of 7 rules having multiple RHS and LHS items. The results of the first category are shown in Figures 5, 7 and 9. In this category, the results of the proposed algorithm and RRLR are similar. So they are not discussed except for Figure 5 in which a synthetic dataset is used and the hiding failure of RRLR is higher than that of the proposed algorithm. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the experiments on synthetic dataset T1K. This dataset is dense, but the lengths of transactions are different and an item can be inserted. It is worth noting that, in Figure 5 , the RRLR has a high rate of hiding failure. This is due to the fact that RRLR removes the rules that are hidden by the algorithm from the list of sensitive ones. Therefore, inserting an item to hide the next sensitive rule may lead to disclosure of the previous one and, consequently, a hiding failure will occur. In all experiments performed on three datasets, no failure is reported using the proposed algorithm. Accordingly, in some cases, fewer number of artificial patterns are produced by MDSRRC, but misses cost of our algorithm is less than MDSRRC's.
Comparing the results on Mushroom dataset shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 indicates that misses cost and artificial pattern of the proposed algorithm are less than those of MDSRRC. This is because the proposed algorithm removes an item with the least frequency from the LHS items of the sensitive rules, and re-inserts it, if possible. On the other hand, removing an item with highest frequency by MDSRRC will result in an increase of misses cost and artificial pattern. The strategy of removing and re-inserting a LHS item, in order to hide sensitive rules, makes the proposed algorithm have better dissimilarity for all cases when compared with the others. According to Figure 9 and Figure 10 , the proposed algorithm has less Misses Cost than MDSRRC. However, its Misses Cost is increased relative to the previous experiments. The reason is that more removals are required to hide the sensitive rules due to the dataset's nature and inability to insert an item. In all experiments, the 1.a algorithm produces a large number of artificial patterns and is not able to hide the whole sensitive rules since it uses the strategy of inserting LHS. item. It should be noted that the number of Misses cost, in this algorithm, is not affected by the number of sensitive rules and database size. Low rate of Misses cost is not considered as an advantage for 1.a, because it suffers from high rate of hiding failure.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the time used by the proposed algorithm to hide the sensitive rules is less than that of its counterparts. This is due to the fact that MDSRRC re-computes the sensitivity of transactions, as well as items, after each deletion. It also performs re-ordering of transactions. Moreover, for each case and each rule, 1.a finds and re-orders the transactions that partially support LHS. of a sensitive rule. For MDSRRC and 1.a, these procedures lead to more computational time when facing with more sensitive rules. As mentioned before, at the initial step of the proposed algorithm, the transactions are ordered based on the sensitivity of the items. However, the algorithm does not update the sensitivity of items and transactions during the hiding process and, consequently, no re-ordering is required.
Conclusion
This paper presents a heuristic algorithm named ARRLR which is developed to overcome the limitations of RRLR algorithm. The proposed algorithm is rule-oriented and enables us to hide the sensitive association rules with multiple RHS and LHS items. This approach was compared with MDSRRC, 1.a, RRLR algorithms. We used MDSRRC and 1.a and the proposed algorithm (ARRLR) to hide the three and seven sensitive rules on three databases. The experimental results are analyzed based on the following performance factors [4] : Hiding Failure (HF), Misses Cost (MC), Artificial Patterns (AP), and Dissimilarity (DISS). The results show that our algorithm outperforms MDSRRC, 1.a and RRLR in terms of the above performance factors. For future works, ARRLR algorithm can be improved to reduce its side effects on dense databases.
